
Have you heard that Koha is NOT easy to use? 

That person may have been referring to libraries that 
choose to download this free open source software, 
place it on their own servers, and configure everything 
by themselves.  We wanted something much easier and 
actually more cost-effective for our consortium than 
that and so worked out a relationship with LibLime to 
host and manage this system.  We’re very happy we 
made that basic decision to ensure ease of operation 
for you!  We’d be happy to talk with you at any time 
about how easy it is to use Koha through Pioneer – just 
contact Steve Fosselman, Pioneer President, at 308-
385-5333 or sf@gi.lib.ne.us for the straight story.  

QUESTIONS FOR KOHA (through PIONEER) 

Question: Is open source Koha through the Pioneer Consortium easy to use? 

Answer: Yes, very easy to use! 

If your library chooses to join the Pioneer Consortium, you will be getting an Integrated Library 
System (ILS) that has been set up by our consortium’s Technical Committee and by our friendly 
experts at LibLime with the turn-key features you are looking for: 

• Hosted by LibLime, you will not need a server and you will not need to load or upgrade 
software on any of your computers OR have to back-up any of your records 

• Getting to the online public-access catalog 
and password-protected staff modules will 
be as simple as getting to any other 
webpage 

• Features of each module will be as easy-to-
use as you wish, without sacrificing 
choices if you want to dig in and use 
additional features.  

• During the migration process, you will 
answer questions about patron types, item 
types, and other local parameters just as 
you would with any other migration.  The 
work being done at this time by the 
consortium’s Technical Committee and 
their & LibLime’s support of you during 
your migration makes this part of the job as easy as a migration can ever be. 

• So it will be very easy to turn this system on and start using it from your go-live date.  And as a 
member of Pioneer, if any additional buttons/beeps belong or fun/fundamental features are 
desired, we will have the advantage of sponsoring fast development with LibLime or adopting 
already well-tested developments by the worldwide Koha community. 

About IT support: Your library needs no more technical support with Koha through Pioneer than it 
does with any other system, and many libraries will find they spend less technical time supporting this 
ILS in the future.   

Pioneer asks you to assure that you have IT support (maybe that’s you) just so you know upfront that 
Pioneer as a consortium won’t be getting into the business of providing you with local support in case 
you have a problem with a computer or Internet connection.   

At the same time, we are providing you with centralized help desk support for any and all Koha issues.  
That’s part of the annual maintenance fee you will be paying that not only solves your problems but 
safely maintains your records and much more so you don’t have to worry!  

Submitted by Steve Fosselman, Pioneer Consortium President 12/13/2010 

 

 

Since we are not a vendor but a newly‐formed consortium, it is ultimately up to your library to consider the 
benefits of statewide consortium membership with the open source solution we are building, the goals we 
share with the Nebraska Library Commission in furtherance of a better resource sharing future for libraries 
statewide, and at the same time the benefits of a low‐cost, robust yet easy‐to‐use ILS for your local library.


